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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the so-called 'double-dividend' of an environmental tax reform. We

find that, in a model with only labor and a polluting input as factors of production, society faces a

trade-off between internalizing environmental externalities and raising revenues in the least

distortionary way. However, if either fixed or mobile capital enters the production structure, an

ecological tax reform may render the tax structure more efficient from a non-environmental point

of view, thereby raising not only environmental quality but also private incomes.
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1 Introduction
Recently, environmental tax reforms have received increasing attention. In particular, some

economists have argued that substituting environmental taxes for pre-existing distortionary taxes

on income may yield a 'double-dividend', i.e. not only a cleaner environment but also a less

distortionary way of revenue-raising (see Pearce, 1991; Oates, 1991). Recent literature on the

double-dividend suggests, however, that environmental taxes typically exacerbate, rather than

alleviate, pre-existing tax distortions (see Bovenberg and De Mooij, 1994 and 1995; Bovenberg

and Van der Ploeg, 1994a; Goulder, 1994).

This paper extends these previous analyses by exploring how inefficiencies in the initial

tax system affect the potential for a double-dividend. In particular, by modelling two non-polluting

production factors (i.e. labor and capital), rather than just one, we are able to allow for an

inefficient distribution of the tax burden over these two factors. Within such a setting, an

environmental tax reform affects private welfare through two channels. First, it expands the

supply of the public consumption good of the environment, thereby raising the overall tax burden.

This tax burden effect is responsible for the failure of the double-dividend hypothesis in previous

analyses that allowed for only one clean production factor (see Bovenberg and de Mooij (1994)).

With two clean production factors, however, an environmental tax reform affects private welfare

through a second channel, namely the distribution of the tax burden over the two productions

factors. In particular, by redistributing the tax burden across the two factors, the reform affects!

the efficiency of the tax system as a revenue-raising device if the initial distribution of the tax

burden is inefficient from a non-environmental point of view. This effect is called the tax shifting |

effect. If the reform shifts the tax burden from the overtaxed factor (i.e. the efficient factor) ''

towards the undertaxed factor (i.e. the inefficient factor), the tax shifting effect alleviates initial

inefficiencies in the tax system. However, it exacerbates these inefficiencies if the tax burden is

moved unto the factor that is overtaxed already in the initial equilibrium. Hence, initial

inefficiencies in the tax system provide both opportunities and dangers for environmental tax

reform. In particular, a double-dividend is feasible if, by shifting the tax burden towards the

undertaxed factor, the tax shifting effect makes the tax system more efficient from a non-

environmental point of view and is large enough to offset the tax burden effect. In that case, the

reduction in the excess burden associated with a more efficient revenue-raising system 'finances'

the expansion of the supply of public consumption goods (due to a higher quality of the natural

environment).

In illustrating these ideas, we allow for two extreme assumptions about the supply of

capital.1 In the first model with two production factors, capital is perfectly mobile internationally.

Hence, capital supply is effectively infinitely elastic. In that case, the optimal source-based tax on

capital is zero while all distortionary taxes should be levied on labor. Accordingly, capital is

overtaxed if the initial source-based tax on capital is positive. Since raising polluting taxes to cut

initial taxes on capital tends to reduce the tax burden in the capital-market, the tax shifting effect

works in the right direction by improving the efficiency of the tax system as a revenue-raising

device. Hence, a double-dividend is obtained if the tax shifting effect dominates the tax burden

1 Labor is immobile internationally and supplied with a finite wage elasticity.
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effect. This is the case if two conditions are met. First, pre-existing capital taxes should be large

compared to taxes on pollution. Second, compared to pollution, capital should be a poor substitute

for labor. Recycling the revenues from the pollution tax through lower labor taxes, rather than

capital taxes, does not yield a double-dividend as the tax shifting effect works in the wrong way.

Thus, by redistributing the tax burden towards the capital-market an ecological tax reform

exacerbates rather than alleviates the initial inefficiencies in the tax system.

In the second model capital is immobile internationally. Moreover, the supply of capital is

completely inelastic so that the optimal tax on capital is 100 %.2 Thus, capital is under- rather

than overtaxed if the capital tax is below 100 %. This production structure is similar to that of

Bovenberg and Van der Ploeg (1995) who also allow for a fixed factor in production. However,

in contrast to Bovenberg and van der Ploeg who consider involuntary unemployment due to rigid

consumer wages, we allow flexible wages to clear the labor-market. Within this framework, we

find that substituting environmental taxes for labor taxes may yield a double-dividend. Intuitively,

by shifting the tax burden from labor (the overtaxed factor) towards the fixed factor (the

undertaxed factor), the government may improve the efficiency of the tax system as a revenue-

raising device.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the model. Section 3

explores the effects of a shift in the tax mix away from labor towards pollution in a simple

benchmark model which contains only labor as a clean production factor. Section 4 extends the

benchmark model by incorporating internationally mobile capital. That section explores the

consequences of substituting environmental taxes for taxes on either labor or capital. Furthermore,

we derive the optimal tax formula in a 'third-best' world where not only lump-sum taxes are

absent but also one tax rate is exogenously fixed at a sub-optimal level. Section 5 discusses the

model in which the supply of capital is fixed. Finally, section 6 concludes.

2 The model

2.1 The structure of the model
This section discusses the model contained in table 2.1. Notation is defined at the end of the table.

The model describes a small open economy, which faces fixed world market prices for all

commodities. The model distinguishes three sectors, namely firms, households and the

government. These sectors are discussed below.

— insert table 2.1 here -

Firms

Firm behavior is described by a representative firm that supplies a single commodity. The firm

maximizes profits subject to a neo-classical production function (I.I), which exhibits constant

returns to scale with respect to its four inputs: labor (L), an input that causes pollution when used

in production (the polluting input E), clean capital (K) and a fixed factor (H). The polluting input

2 If no restriction would be imposed, the optimal profit tax would exceed 100%.
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and clean capital are mobile internationally so that their market prices are fixed on world markets.

We normalize units so that these prices are unity. Whereas clean capital and the polluting input

are in effect supplied infinitely elastic, the supply of the fixed factor is completely inelastic. The

fixed factor can be interpreted as land or immobile capital. Solving the firm's maximization

problem, we find the implicit demand functions for labor (1.2), clean capital (1.3) and the

polluting input (1.4). Relation (1.5) defines profits.

Households

The representative household maximizes a homothetic utility function of the form (1.6) subject to

its budget constraint (1.7). The household budget available for consumption consists of four

components: after-tax labor income (WL), after-tax profits ((l-TnJTT) and the after-tax returns on

the domestic endowments of respectively, capital (K*) and polluting inputs (E*). Two public goods

enter household utility, namely, public consumption (G) and environmental quality (M). /I

Environmental quality is weakly separable from private goods injjtility. The individual household '

takes the quantities of public goods as exogenously given. Hence, in optimizing utility, it adopts

leisure (V) and consumption (C) as instruments. Equations (1.8) and (1.9) represent the implicit

expressions for labor supply and consumption demand, respectively. Here, X denotes the marginal

utility of private income. We normalize the time endowment to unity (see (1.10)).

Government

The government supplies public goods (G) which are financed by four taxes: a tax on labor

income (TL), a tax on capital (TV), a profit tax (Tn), and a tax on the polluting input (TE). The

government budget is assumed to be balanced (see (1.11)). In this paper, we examine the effects of

a rise in the pollution tax under alternative options for recycling the revenues, namely, a reduction

in the tax on labor income, a reduction in the tax on capital income and a reduction in the profit

tax.3

Labor-market equilibrium, environment and balance of payments

Relation (1.12) represents the equilibrium condition on the labor-market, while (1.13) formalizes

the inverse relationship between the demand for polluting inputs and the quality of the

environment. In accordance with the law of Walras, we find the equilibrium on the balance of

payments (1.14) by combining the relations for output (I.I), profits (1.5), the household budget

constraint (1.7), and the government budget constraint (1.11).

2.2 Linearization
To analyse the economic consequences of an environmental tax reform, we log-linearize the model

around an initial equilibrium. Table 2.2 contains the log-linearized model. Notation is defined at

the end of the table. A tilde ( — ) denotes a relative change, unless indicated otherwise. The supply

of public goods (G) and the domestic endowments of capital and polluting inputs are fixed

exogenously (i.e. G = R* = £' = 0 ).

3 Political motives or monitoring problems may prevent changes in the profit tax (see Atkinson and Stiglitz, 1980).
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~ insert table 2.2 here ~

Factor demand relations

Relations (II.2), (II.3) and (II.4) represent the factor demand equations for labor, the polluting

input and clean capital, respectively. The elasticities, e;j, (i,j = L,K,E) represent price elasticities

of factor demand conditional on the level of the fixed factor. However, if the fixed factor is

absent (i.e. wH = 0), the factor demand equations in (II.2) - (II.4) do not hold and factor demand

is instead expressed conditional on employment, rather than the fixed factor. These alternative

factor demand equations are represented by (II.3') and (II.4').

Labor supply

Expression (II.7) reveals that a rise in the after-tax wage rate (W) boosts labor supply if the

uncompensated wage elasticity (riu) is positive. Indeed, empirical evidence suggests that the value

of the wage elasticity is positive, although rather small (Hausman, 1985). Hence, we will assume

that this elasticity is positive. Depending on the income elasticity of labor supply (r?L), a rise in

after-tax profits reduces labor supply because of a negative income effect. The quality of the

environment does not directly affect private behavior because it is weakly separable from private

goods in utility (see (1.6)).

2.3 Welfare

We measure the welfare effects of an environmental tax reform by the marginal excess burden,

defined as the compensating variation divided by output. It corresponds to the additional transfer

that must be provided to households to keep utility, after a policy shock, at its initial level. A

positive excess burden thus implies a loss in welfare. The marginal excess burden, j} , can be

written as the sum of three market distortions (see appendix C)

LL E E KK

(2.1)
labor-market environmental capital-market
distortion distortion distortion

where

6* = 1 UM(~ME) (22)

The first term at the right hand side (RHS) of (2.1) involves the impact of the reform on the

labor-market distortion. Employment yields a first-order welfare gain if the pre-existing labor

income tax is positive. Intuitively, the labor tax drives a wedge between the marginal social

benefits of employment in terms of additional production and the marginal social opportunity costs



in terms of foregone leisure. Indeed, additional production due to more employment not only

compensates workers for giving up their leisure, but also yields public revenues. The second term

at the RHS of (2.1) denotes the environmental distortion, which is determined by the difference

between two terms:JOn the one haM,na~tax^e7m~fep7eleffi
If /

polluting input demand increases and, on the other hand, a term representing the marginal social /

damage from pollution, defined in (2.2)./if the first term exceeds the second terrn^'^ahigher^ /

demand for the polluting input raises welfare as the marginal social benefits exceed the marginal

social costs. The tax rate that fully internalizes the environmental distortion is the Pigovian tax,

i.e. 6E = 8/. j \ t the Pigovian level, the loss in welfare on account of more pollution is exactly

offset by_ the welfare gain on account of the broadening of the tax base. The third term at the RHS

of (2.1) stands for the distortion in the capital-market. In particular, the tax rate on capital drives

a wedge between the marginal social benefits and costs of capital demand. Hence, an expansion of

capital demand raises welfare.

Alternatively, the marginal excess burden can be written in terms of private incomes (see

appendix C)

P = - [ ( 1 - 8 ^ ^ + wn(II - f n ) ] + QP
EwEE

blue green

The term-in-square brackets at the RHS of (2.3) indicates that an increase in after-tax private

incomes raises welfare. We call this the blue welfare component (private or non-environmental

dividend). It is associated with the efficiency of the tax system as a revenue-raising device: a more

efficient tax system reduces the overall tax burden on private agents and, therefore, boosts after-

tax private incomes. Welfare may improve also on account of a green dividend, i.e. a better

quality of the environment (see the last term at the RHS of (2.3)). If both the blue and the green

dividend are positive, we speak about a double-dividend.

3 Environmental Taxation in the Benchmark Model
In this section, we analyse the consequences of an environmental tax reform in the benchmark

model in which both the fixed factor, H, and mobile capital, K, are absent. Subsequently, we

extend the benchmark model by incorporating mobile capital (section 4) and fixed capital (section

5), respectively. Thus, the benchmark model is a special case of the two extended models, which

are solved in appendix A and appendix B, respectively.

In the benchmark model, the blue dividend is determined by the effect on wages only

because profits are zero (see (2.3)). Moreover, in the absence of capital, the capital-market

distortion is zero (see (2.1)). We will discuss the effects of the ecological tax reform on blue and

green welfare (see (2.3)) and on the labor-market and environmental distortions (see (2.1)). We

explore also the overall welfare effects if the reform starts from specific initial equilibria, namely,

equilibria without a pollution tax or where the pollution tax is at its Pigovian level. Finally, we

derive the optimal tax rates on labor and the polluting input.



3.1 Tax reform
The reduced-form equations for after-tax wages, employment, the demand for the polluting input

and output are given in table 3.1. The reduced-form coefficient in the third row of this table

reveals that an environmental tax reform always reduces the demand for the polluting input and

thus yields a green dividend. If the initial pollution tax is positive (i.e. 8E > 0), the wage rate

declines so that the blue dividend is negative (see the reduced-form coefficient in the first row of

table 3.1). The reason for the fall in wages is that the supply of the polluting input is effectively

infinitely elastic because the market price of these inputs is fixed on the world market. Hence, the

incidence of the pollution tax falls on the only immobile factor of production, labor, in the form

of a lower labor productivity. An environmental tax reform thus replaces an explicit by an implicit

tax on labor. The explicit labor tax is a more efficient instrument to raise public revenues than the

implicit labor tax as the latter distorts not only the labor market but also reduces the demand for

the polluting input, thereby eroding the tax base (if 6E > 0). Indeed, the initial tax on pollution,

6E, measures the gap between the social benefits and the non-environmental costs of pollution.

Hence, the erosion of the tax base of the pollution tax measures the non-environmental (i.e.

private) costs associated with a cleaner environment. We call the costs of a cleaner environment

the tax burden effect: it reduces real wages and, given a positive uncompensated wage elasticity of

labor supply, T/LL, employment drops. The overall burden of taxation is thus exacerbated.

-- insert table 3.1 here —

Welfare effects if we start from a zero pollution tax

The overall welfare effect of a shift in the tax mix from labor towards the polluting input depends

on the relative magnitudes of the blue and green dividends. If- we start from an equilibrium

without pollution taxes (i.e. 6E = 0), the introduction.of a small tax leaves wages, and hence

private welfare, unaffected (see the reduced-form coefficient in the first row of table 3.1 with 6E

= 0). The reason is that the non-environmental costs and benefits coincide so that a zero pollution

tax is optimal from a non-environmental point of view. Hence, a small movement away from this

equilibrium does not yield any first-order effects on blue welfare. A marginal improvement in

environmental quality thus comes free. If househoulds care about the environment (i.e. 6E
P > 0),

the zero blue dividend is accompanied by a positive green dividend. Hence, welfare improves and

a positive pollution tax is optimal.

Welfare effects if we start from a Pigovian tax

If the initial tax structure fully internalizes the environmental distortion (i.e. 6E — 8/), an

ecological tax reform does not produce any first-order welfare effects through the channel of the

environmental distortion. Hence, welfare effects are determined solely by the effects on the labor-

market distortion (see (2.1)). The reduced-form coefficient in the second row of table 3.1 reveals

that, starting from a Pigovian tax (i.e. 8E = 8E > 0), an environmental tax reform reduces

employment if the uncompensated wage elasticity of labor supply is positive. With a positive

distortionary tax on labor, the drop in employment exacerbates the distortion on the labor-market.

Hence, reducing the pollution tax below the Pigovian level raises welfare. The optimal tax on the

polluting input thus lies between zero and the Pigovian level (Bovenberg and De Mooij, 1994).



3.2 Optimal taxes

To find the optimal pollution tax, we substitute the reduced-form equations for wages and
pollution from table 3.1 into the marginal excess burden (2.3) and set it equal to zero. This yields
for the optimal pollution tax

—n = l-Vu.TL (3-D

where TE
P s (1+TE)0 E

P . Accordingly, the optimal tax on the polluting input lies below the

Pigovian tax if T ^ ^ > 0, i.e. if both the distortionary tax on labor is positive (i.e. Pigovian

taxes do not suffice to finance all public goods) and the labor supply curve is upward sloping (see

also Bovenberg and Van der Ploeg, 1994).

Alternatively, we can find the optimal taxes on the polluting inputs and labor by deriving

the optimal tax formulas directly (see appendix A with wK = 0K = 0)

TE = 1 TE
P (3.2)

r, = i (3.3)
! T

where 77 = /x/X denotes the Marginal Cost of Public Funds (MCPF) (i.e. the ratio between the

marginal disutility of raising an additional unit of public funds (jx) and the marginal utility of

private income (X)). The MCPF indicates how scarce public funds are relative to private funds. If

the government has access to lump-sum taxes, public funds are no scarcer than private income and

the MCPF equals unity (see (3.3) with TL = 0). In that case, the optimal tax on the polluting

input is equal to the Pigovian tax (see (3.2) with rj = 1). However, if lump-sum taxes are absent

and Pigovian taxes do not yield sufficient revenues to meet revenue requirements, the government

requires distortionary taxes to finance its spending. In that case, the MCPF typically lies above

unity as taxation distorts economic decisions. Hence, public funds are scarcer than private funds.4

If the MCPF increases, relation (3.2) reveals that the optimal pollution tax falls ceteris

paribus. Intuitively, the government adopts the tax system for a twofold task: raising revenues and

internalizing environmental externalities. The higher the MCPF becomes, the more important the

revenue-raising objective becomes relative to the environmental objective. Hence, the government

4 If labor is supplied inelastically (i.e. t)LL =0), neither implicit nor explicit taxes distort the labor supply decision
so that the MCPF equals unity. If the uncompensated wage elasticity of labor supply is negative, the MCPF is smaller
than unity (see Ballard and Fullerton, 1992).



finds it optimal to rely more on taxes that are efficient in revenue-raising (i.e. labor taxes) and

less on taxes that are relatively inefficient in revenue-raising because they are aimed at

internalizing environmental externalities (i.e. environmental taxes).

4 Environmental Taxation and Mobile Capital
This section extends the benchmark model by incorporating mobile capital (K) in the production

function. The government can tax the associated capital income through a source-based capital

income tax. In absence of a fixed factor, the factor demand equations are expressed conditional on

the level of employment (see (II.3') and (II.4')). To obtain a better understanding of what

determines the own and cross price elasticities in these factor demand equations, table 4.1 presents

these elasticities for three separable production functions. It reveals that both a higher price of

pollution (capital) and a lower price of labor reduce the pollution/labor ratio (capital/labor ratio)

(i.e. CEE* and e^* > 0; eEL* and e^* < 0). The signs of the cross elasticities, e^* and eEK* are

ambiguous. In particular, a higher price of pollution boosts the demand for capital relative to that

of labor if, compared to labor, capital is a better substitute for pollution. Likewise, the

pollution/labor ratio expands on account of a higher price of capital if capital is a better substitute

for pollution than it is for labor. If inputs are equally good substitutes for each other, the cross

price elasticities are zero.

— insert table 4.1 here -

In the presence of capital, the welfare effects are determined not only by the labor-market and

environmental distortions but also by the capital-market distortion (see (2.1)). In the absence of

profits, blue welfare is still determined by the effect on wages only (see (2.3)). Alternatively, the

private (blue) dividend can be decomposed in effects on the bases of pollution and capital taxes

(see appendix C)

. i - ê  . . P .

blue green

The rest of this section is organized as follows. We first discuss the optimal tax structure if the

government can freely adjust taxes on capital, labor and pollution. Subsequently, we assume that

two tax rates are exogenous while the third tax is adjusted endogenously to balance the

government budget. In particular, in subsection 4.2 the tax rates on pollution and capital are

exogenous policy instruments while the labor tax is endogenously adjusted. Subsection 4.3, in

contrast, assumes that the tax on labor income is exogenous while the capital tax is endogenous.

Within these settings, we explore both tax reforms and optimal taxes.



4.1 Optimal Tax Structure
Appendix A solves the optimal tax problem of the model with mobile capital. We derive the

following optimal tax rates if all three taxes can be adjusted

(4.2)

TE = - TE
P (4.3)

TL = (1 - i ) _ L (4.4)

The optimal tax rates on the polluting input and labor are equivalent to the optimal taxes in the

benchmark model (compare (4.3) with (3.2) and (4.4) with (3.3)). The optimal tax on capital is

zero. Without environmental externalities (i.e. TE
P = 0), the optimal tax on the polluting input is

zero as well. Intuitively, both capital and the polluting input are perfectly mobile internationally

and thus supplied with infinite elasticity. Accordingly, the incidence of both taxes is borne by the

only immobile factor of production, labor. Hence, the capital tax and the pollution tax are implicit

taxes on labor income. Just as in case of the benchmark model, a direct, explicit tax on labor is a

more efficient instrument to raise revenues than an indirect, implicit tax on labor because the latter

distorts not only the labor-market but also other markets, such as the capital-market and the

market for polluting inputs. Consequently, in the absence of environmental considerations, the

government finds it optimal to set zero taxes on both capital and the polluting input (see (4.2) and

(4.3) if TE
P = 0). If environmental considerations are taken into account, a pollution tax should

internalize part of the environmental externality. In accordance with the targetting principle, this

tax is levied on the polluting input only (see (4.3) if TE
P > 0).

4.2 Reducing labor taxes
This subsection assumes that the tax rate on labor is endogenously adjusted to keep the

government budget balanced. Within this setting, we explore the consequences of a rise in

environmental taxes or capital taxes.

4.2.1 Tax Reform
Appendix A derives the solutions of a rise in capital taxes and pollution taxes, recycled through

lower labor taxes. The reduced-form coefficients are presented in table 4.2. The table shows that

pollution taxes and capital taxes yield very similar effects (compare the first and second column of

table 4.2). This is because both capital and polluting inputs are supplied with infinite elasticity.

Indeed, the reduced-form coefficients for pollution taxes and capital taxes are symmetric in the

initial tax rates and the price elasticities of factor demands. In view of this similarity between the



effects of pollution taxes and capital taxes, the rest of this subsection concentrates on pollution
taxes only.

— insert table 4.2 here --

Starting from zero non-labor taxes

If the initial tax rates on the polluting input and capital are zero (i.e. 6E = 0K = 0), the reduced-

form coefficient in the first row of table 4.2 reveals that introducing a pollution tax leaves wages

and thus blue welfare unaffected. Intuitively, zero taxes on the polluting input and capital are

optimal from a non-environmental point of view and thus optimize blue welfare (see subsection

4.1). Hence, at the margin, all taxes are equally efficient instruments to raise revenues and a

marginal change in the tax system does not yield any first-order effects on private welfare.

The effect on green welfare is determined by the own-price elasticity of the demand for

polluting input, r ^ , defined below table 4.2 (see the third row of table 4.2 with 6E = 6K = 0).

This 'general equilibrium elasticity' measures the consequences for the pollution/labor ratio due to

two price changes: first, a higher price of polluting inputs (measured by eEE*) and, second, a lower

price of labor induced by the rise in the price of polluting inputs along the factor-price frontier

(measured by eEL*)-5

Starting from a positive pollution tax: the tax burden effect

If we start from zero taxes on capital (i.e. 8K = 0) and a positive pollution tax (i.e. 8E > 0),

further increases in the pollution tax amount to a shift in the tax mix away from the non-

environmental optimum (in which 8E = 8K — 0). The resulting decline in non-environmental

welfare implies a fall in private incomes and thus a negative blue dividend. Indeed, the reduced-

form coefficient in the first row of table 4.2 reveals that wages (representing blue welfare) fall due

to a green tax shift if the pollution tax is positive initially. The reason is that, at the margin,

pollution taxes are less efficient instruments to raise revenue than taxes on labor because they not

only distort the labor market but also reduce the demand for the polluting input, thereby eroding

the base of the pollution tax. The associated drop in private incomes measures the costs of a

cleaner environment. These costs reduce wages, thereby reducing the incentives to supply labor.

The environmental benefits, in contrast, leave labor supply unaffected: these benefits are public

and thus independent of labor supply. Indeed, by improving the quality of the environment,

pollution taxes expand the provision of public consumption goods. As in section 3, we define the

tax burden effect as the higher tax burden associated with the additional costs due to a higher

overall provision of public goods. The erosion of the base of the pollution tax, (i.e. the first term

between square brackets at the RHS of (4.1)) measures this tax burden effect.

The magnitude of the tax burden effect is determined by two elements: the initial tax rate

on the polluting input and the fall in the demand for polluting inputs. The initial pollution tax

measures the marginal costs of improving environmental quality. In particular, if pre-existing

pollution taxes are large, a decline in the demand for the polluting input substantially reduces

5 The production function exhibits constant returns to scale with respect to L, K and E. Hence, the factor-price
frontier expresses producer wages in terms of the other input prices (see appendix A).
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public revenues by eroding the tax base.

The second element determining the tax burden effect is the elasticity of polluting input

demand, F ^ . On the one hand, a large elasticity implies that the environmental tax reform is

successful in cutting pollution. On the other hand, in that case a high pollution tax imposes a

heavy burden on the private sector as tax revenues fall substantially due to an eroding tax base.

Hence, a trade-off exists between green and blue welfare: if an environmental tax reform is

successful in enhancing environmental quality, it imposes a high burden on the private sector in

terms of lower wages (see also the trade-off between the first and last term at the RHS of (4.1)).

To obtain a better understanding of the factors determining F ^ , table 4.3 presents this elasticity in

terms of Allen elasticities of substitution for three separable production functions. This table

reveals that pollution unambiguously falls due to an environmental tax reform (i.e. FEE > 0). In

particular, both the higher price of pollution and the lower price of labor induce input substitution

away from pollution towards labor (see first row of table 4.3). Furthermore, because an

environmental tax reform shifts the tax burden from the immobile factor (that is rather inelastic in

supply) to the mobile factor (that is infinitely elastic in supply), output unambiguously falls (see

second row of table 4.3). This adverse production effect reinforces the fall in pollution on account

of the substitution effect.

-- insert table 4.3 —

Starting from a positive capital tax: the tax shifting effect

In the real world, tax systems are far from optimal due to political motives, monitoring problems,

distributional reasons, etc. If the initial equilibrium features a zero pollution tax (i.e. 6E = 0) and

a positive tax rate on clean capital (i.e. 8K > 0), the tax system is indeed sub-optimal, even from

a non-environmental point of view (see section 4.1). In that case, substituting pollution taxes for

labor taxes may either exacerbate or alleviate pre-existing tax distortions.

An environmental tax reform reduces wages if pre-existing capital taxes are positive and

capital demand falls (see the first row in table 4.2 with 6E = 0). The effect on capital depends on

the cross-price elasticity of capital demand, i.e. FEK = ( W R / W ^ F ^ (see the reduced-form for

capital in the fourth row of table 4.2 with 6E = 0). This latter elasticity measures the

consequences for the capital/labor ratio due to a higher price of the polluting input and the

associated lower price of labor. Table 4.3 presents expressions for this elasticity for three

separable production functions. It reveals that capital demand typically falls. Intuitively, the tax

that is cut involves the immobile factor (which is rather inelastic in supply) while the tax that is

increased directly affects the mobile factor (which is infinitely elastic in supply). Consequently,

output falls — especially if the more expensive mobile factor is a good substitute for the immobile

factor. The adverse production effect typically reduces the demand for capital.6

6 Capital demand rises only if positive substitution effects, associated with the change in relative prices, dominate
this adverse production effect. Substitution effects stimulate the demand for capital if, compared to the cheaper factor
(i.e. labor), the more expensive factor (the polluting input) is a better substitute for capital. The adverse production
effect is small if the mobile factor that is increased in price (the polluting input) is a poor substitute for the immobile
factor and if the immobile factor accounts for a large production share compared to the more expensive mobile factor
(i.e. oL < WLCTEK). In the rest of this subsection, we assume that this is not the case so that FEK > 0.
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The typical decline in capital demand hurts welfare by eroding the base of the tax on

capital. In this way, substituting pollution taxes for labor taxes exacerbates pre-existing distortions

associated with capital taxation. We call this the tax shifting effect because the tax burden is

shifted towards capital in terms of a lower capital demand. The tax shifting effect is measured by

the second term between square brackets at the RHS of (4.1).

The magnitude of the tax shifting effect is determined by the initial tax rate on capital and

the cross-price elasticity of capital demand with respect to the price of the polluting input. High

initial taxes on capital imply that the social benefits associated with additional capital demand are

large. In particular, a fall in the demand for capital induces a large erosion of the tax base and,

therefore, a substantial fall in private incomes. Second, the cross-price elasticity of capital

demand, F ^ , determines how large the fall in capital demand is.

Starting from an arbitrary equilibrium

We have now uncovered three channels through which a tax shift away from labor towards

pollution affects welfare. First, substitution away from polluting inputs in combination with an

adverse production effect contributes to green welfare (i.e. the final term at the RHS of (4.1)).

Second, pre-existing taxes on the polluting input cause a tax burden effect. In particular, the fall

in pollution raises the tax burden on private incomes, thereby adversely affecting blue welfare (see

the first term in square brackets at the RHS of (4.1)). Third, if the capital income tax is initially

positive, an environmental tax reform induces a tax shifting effect by affecting the base of the

capital income tax. Through this channel the tax distortion on the capital-market is typically

exacerbated so that blue welfare falls (see the second term between square brackets at the RHS of

(4.1)). Overall, starting from an arbitrary equilibrium in which both capital and pollution taxes are

positive, an environmental tax reform yields a green dividend. However, blue welfare typically

falls.

4.2.2 Optimal taxes
We now derive the optimal taxes if the government can use only two tax rates to optimize

welfare. In particular, we solve the optimal tax problem in case TL and TE can be adjusted while

TK is fixed at a possibly sub-optimal rate. Furthermore, the case that TL and TK can be adopted as

instruments is explored.

Optimal taxes from a non-environmental point of view

The non-environmental welfare effects of a shift in taxation from labor or capital towards the

polluting input are determined solely by the blue welfare component (see (2.3)). By substituting

the reduced-form for wages from table 4.2 into (2.3) and setting the marginal change in blue

welfare equal to zero, we find the following optimal tax structures if, respectively, the capital tax

and the pollution tax rate is predetermined

(4.5)
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The terms at the RHS of (4.5) and (4.6) are typically negative. Consequently, from a non-

environmental point of view, the polluting input should be subsidized if the capital tax is set

exogenously at a positive value (see (4.5)). Intuitively, the pollution subsidy raises production,

thereby expanding capital demand. In this way, the pollution subsidy acts as an indirect instrument

to alleviate the distortion in the capital-market. A similar argument holds for the optimal capital

tax if the tax rate on pollution is fixed (see (4.6)).

Optimal taxes in the presence of environmental externalities
Appendix A derives the following solution for the optimal tax structure if environmental

considerations are taken into account (if, respectively, the capital tax and the pollution tax are
fixed)

(4.7)

EE

(4.8)

where t] = X/ji is the MCPF. The optimal pollution tax in (4.7) consists of two components. The

first term at the RHS of (4.7) aims at internalizing pollution externalities. Whereas this term thus

offsets the environmental distortion, the second term alleviates the distortion in the capital-market

due to source-based tax on capital. The optimal pollution tax is smaller than the Pigovian tax (i.e.

marginal environmental damages) for two reasons. First, in the presence of distortionary taxes,

the marginal costs of public funds typically exceeds unity so that the environmental term is

smaller than the Pigovian tax. Intuitively, if public revenues are scarce as reflected in a large

value for the marginal cost of public funds, the government cannot afford to fully internalize

environmental externalities and relies less on taxes that are targetted at environmental protection

(i.e. the pollution tax) and more on taxes that are efficient from a revenue-raising point of view

(i.e. the labor tax) (see also Bovenberg and van der Ploeg (1994a)). The second reason why the

pollution tax is smaller than the Pigovian tax is that the pollution tax is used not only to

internalize environmental externalities but also to alleviate the capital-market distortion. The latter

task of the pollution tax calls for a subsidy rather than a tax.

With an exogenous pollution tax, the sign of the optimal capital tax corresponds to the

sign of the term between square brackets at the right-hand side of (4.8). This term measures the
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net social damage due to an additional unit of pollution. Without a tax on polluting inputs, the

social value of pollution is negative due to the associated adverse pollution externalities. In that

case, by reducing production, a positive capital tax acts as an indirect instrument to internalize

these externalities. If the pollution tax is sufficiently large, however, the net social value of an

additional unit of pollution is positive as the social value of the increase in tax revenue due to the

broadening of the pollution tax base offsets the environmental costs.7 With additional pollution

raising welfare, the optimal capital tax is negative; by boosting production, the capital subsidy

expands the demand for the polluting input, thereby generating a first-order welfare gain.

4.3 Reducing capital taxes

This subsection explores the consequences of shifting the tax burden away from capital towards

either pollution or labor. We first explore the consequences of a tax reform, starting from

equilibria that are not necessarily optimal. Subsequently, we derive the third-best taxes on capital

and the polluting input in case the labor tax is fixed exogenously.

4.3.1 Tax reform
Raising either pollution or labor taxes to cut taxes on capital yields solutions presented in table 4.4

(see appendix A for a derivation). Comparing the reduced-form coefficients in table 4.4 with those

in table 4.2, we confirm that an increase in labor taxes, recycled as lower capital taxes, yields

exactly the opposite effects as an increase in capital taxes returned as lower labor taxes. In view of

this similarity, this subsection concentrates on increases in pollution taxes only.

Starting from zero non-labor taxes

Zero taxes on polluting inputs and capital (i.e. 8E = 8K = 0) are optimal from a non-

environmental point of view (see (4.2) and (4.3)). Consequently, a marginal change in the tax

system away from this optimum does not yield any first-order effects on blue welfare. Intuitively,

substituting one implicit tax on labor, i.e. the pollution tax, for another, i.e. the capital income

tax, leaves the wage rate unaffected (see the reduced-form in the first row of table 4.4 with 8E =

0K = 0) because, at the margin, all these implicit labor taxes are equally efficient.

The effects on green welfare are determined by the difference between two elasticities, i.e.

TEE - TRE (see the third row in table 4.4 with 8E = 8K = 0), which can be expressed as follows

(4.9)

Hence, F ^ - F ^ measures how the pollution-labor ratio changes due to a higher producer price of

the polluting input (i.e. the first term at the RHS of (4.9)) and the associated lower producer price

of capital (i.e. the second term at the RHS of (4.9)). Table 4.5 presents this general equilibrium

elasticity for three separable production functions. It reveals that the shift from capital towards

7The environmental damages are divided by the marginal costs of public funds in order to express these damages in
terms of government revenues.
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pollution taxes typically yields a green dividend. If the term in (4.9) is positive, we refer to this as

the normal case.

In the exceptional case that the term in (4.9) is negative, the introduction of a pollution

tax, rather paradoxically, raises pollution. Intuitively, the revenues from the pollution tax are used

to introduce a capital subsidy, which raises production and thereby pollution. In that case,

compared to a pollution tax, a capital tax is a better instrument to cut pollution.8 This exceptional

case occurs if, compared to pollution, capital is a much better substitute for labor (see table 4.5 if

E is separable and aE is small compared to aLK). The tax reform then boosts production because

the mobile factor that is elastic in demand (i.e. capital which is a good substitute for labor)

becomes cheaper while the mobile factor that is rather inelastic in demand (i.e. the polluting input

which is a relatively poor substitute for labor) becomes more expensive. At the same time, the

adverse substitution effect on the demand for the polluting input due to the higher cost of pollution

is small because the polluting input is a poor substitute for the two other inputs (i.e. aE is

relatively small). Accordingly, the positive output effect dominates the adverse substitution effect

and pollution thus increases.

— insert table 4.5 here —

Starting from a positive pollution tax: the tax burden effect

If the initial equilibrium features a positive pollution tax (i.e. 6E > 0) and zero taxes on capital

(i.e. 8K = 0), further increases in the pollution tax typically shift the tax system further away from

the non-environmental optimum, thereby harming blue welfare. Indeed, the reduced-form

coefficient in the first row of table 4.4 reveals that wages decline if the initial pollution tax is

positive and the demand for polluting inputs falls, i.e. if we are in the normal case so that (4.9) is

positive. Intuitively, the reduction in pollution erodes the base of the environmental tax.

Therefore, given an exogenous revenue-requirement, the government needs to raise other tax

rates, thereby harming private welfare. As in subsection 4.2, we call the erosion of the pollution

tax base associated with a higher environmental quality the tax burden effect (i.e. the first term

between square brackets at the RHS of (4.1)). In the exceptional case when a higher pollution tax

raises pollution, the tax burden effect is actually negative. In that case, the tax reform yields a

positive blue dividend but at the costs of a negative green dividend. Thus, the double-dividend

always fails if the initial equilibrium features a positive pollution tax and a zero capital tax: the

blue and green dividends have opposite signs.

Starting from a positive capital tax: the tax shifting effect

Substituting pollution taxes for capital taxes is likely to produce a double-dividend if such a

reform starts from an initial equilibrium with a zero pollution tax (i.e. 8E = 0) and a positive tax

on capital (i.e. 8K > 0). With this initial equilibrium, expression (4.1) reveals that the sign of the

blue dividend depends on how the reform affects capital demand. This is determined by the

8 Schob (1994) finds a similar result for pollution taxes on consumption. In particular, he shows that a tax on a non-
polluting consumption commodity that is complementary to the polluting consumption commodity may be a better
instrument for environmental protection than a tax on the polluting commodity.
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difference between two elasticities, i.e. F ^ - FEK (see the fourth row in table 4.4 with 8E = 0),

which can be written by using the definitions of the F's as

lKK LEK ~ eKK —6KE

WE

The general equilibrium elasticity, F ^ - FEK, measures how capital demand (scaled by the

immobile input, labor) changes as a result of a higher price for the polluting input (measured by

the second term at the RHS of (4.10)), and the lower price of capital (i.e. the first term at the

RHS of (4.10)). Table 4.5 shows that (4.10) is typically positive so that the demand for capital

expands. Intuitively, lower capital costs boost the demand for capital through positive substitution

effects. In the normal case, this positive substitution effect dominates the output effect. Hence,

capital demand increases and private welfare rises.

The intuition behind the expansion of private welfare is that the environmental tax reform

moves the tax system closer to a non-environmental optimum. In particular, in the initial

equilibrium, one of the non-polluting factors, namely capital, is overtaxed compared to the other

non-polluting factor, namely, labor. Raising the pollution tax and reducing the capital tax typically

reduces the tax burden on the overtaxed factor because, in contrast to the pollution tax, the capital

tax directly impacts the capital-market. The reallocation of the tax burden away from the

overtaxed factor resulting in an expansion of capital demand is called the tax shifting effect.9

Only in the exceptional case that a negative output effect is strong enough to offset the

positive substitution effect does the demand for capital decline so that private welfare falls. In this

case, the tax shifting effect is negative since it works in the wrong way by further raising the

burden of taxation on the capital-market. This occurs if the polluting input is a much better

substitute for labor than capital (see table 4.5 if K is separable and aK is small compared to aEL).

Intuitively, output contracts because the tax burden is shifted away from the input that is inelastic

in demand (i.e. capital which is a poor substitute for labor) towards the input that is in relatively

elastic demand (i.e. the polluting input which is a relatively good substitute for labor). With only

limited possibilities to substitute capital for other inputs, the adverse production effect dominates

the substitution effect so that capital demand drops.

Starting from an arbitrary equilibrium

The welfare effects of an ecological tax reform starting from an arbitrary equilibrium can be

decomposed into parts. First, in the normal case, substitution effects produce a green dividend

(see final term at the RHS of (4.1)). Second, with pre-existing taxes on the polluting input, the

base of the environmental taxes erodes in the normal case, implying a positive tax burden effect.

9 The ultimate burden of all taxes in terms of reduced real incomes is borne by labor because the supply of capital
is infinitely elastic. Thus, the burden of taxation on the capital-market is reflected only in a decline of capital demand
and not a drop in the after-tax return on capital. The burden in terms of reduced incomes is shifted back unto labor. In
a more general model in which capital supply would be less than infinitely elastic, the burden of taxation in the capital-
market would reduce not only capital demand but also the after-tax return on capital. Hence, labor and capital would
share the burden of taxation in terms of lower after-tax incomes (see also section 5).
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This reduces blue welfare (see first term between square brackets at the RHS of (4.1)). Third,

with pre-existing taxes on capital income, a positive tax shifting effect creates the potential for an

improvement in private welfare (see the second term between square brackets at the RHS of

(4.1)).

In the normal case, substitution effects dominate output effects so that the demand for

capital expands while the demand for the polluting input contracts. Consequently, both the tax

shifting effect and the tax burden effect are positive. Blue welfare improves if the tax shifting

effect is large compared to the tax burden effect so that the improvement in non-environmental

efficiency of the tax system (i.e. the tax shifting effect) 'finances' the costs of enhancing

environmental quality (i.e. the tax burden effect). A double-dividend requires that the initial

capital tax is large compared to the initial pollution tax. Intuitively, large initial capital taxes

indicate a substantial potential for non-environmental efficiency improvements while small initial

pollution taxes imply that environmental improvements are relatively cheap.

A double-dividend is feasible only in the normal case, i.e. if substitution effects dominate

output effects. In the exceptional case that large positive output effects cause pollution to rise, the

green dividend is negative. In the other exceptional case, the blue dividend is negative as negative

production effects reduce capital demand.

4.3.2 Optimal taxes
This subsection derives the optimal taxes if the government can employ only TK and TE to

optimize welfare. The labor tax TL is set exogenously at a level that yields insufficient revenues to

meet the revenue requirement so that positive tax rates on either capital or the polluting input are

required.

Optimal tax from a non-environmental point of view

By substituting the reduced-form for wages from table 4.4 into (2.3) and setting the marginal

change in blue welfare equal to zero, we find the tax structure that is optimal from a non-

environmental point of view

ft V T"
^E =

 LKK ~ 1 £ g (4
ft V — T1

°JC L EE l KE

To obtain a better understanding of what determines the optimal taxes, table 4.6 presents the

optimal tax structure in (4.11) for three separable production functions. It reveals that the

polluting input and capital should both be taxed if these two inputs do not differ too much in the

ease with which they can be substituted for labor. To illustrate, capital and the polluting input are

equally good substitutes for labor if they enter the same nest of the CES production function. In

that case, it is optimal to levy uniform taxes on capital and the polluting input. If capital and

pollution do not enter the same nest in the CES production structure, the highest tax should be

levied on the factor that is the poorest substitute for labor. Intuitively, poor substitution with the

immobile factor render the demand for the factor inelastic. In accordance with the Ramsey

principle of optimal taxation, inelastic demands should be taxed relatively heavy to limit tax
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distortions. If substitution possibilities with labor differ substantially across the two mobile factors,
the factor that is the best substitute for labor (i.e. the factor that is elastic in demand) should be
subsidized. To illustrate, if, compared to capital, pollution is a much better substitute for labor, it
may be optimal to subsidize, rather than tax, pollution (see table 4.6 if K is separable and a a is
much larger than a j .

— insert table 4.6 here —

Optimal taxes in the presence of environmental externalities
Solving the optimal tax problem with respect to the taxes on capital and the the polluting input,

we find

- rEK
FEE - FKE

We see that the optimal level of the pollution tax from a non-environmental point of view in

(4.11) should be corrected for the social value of the external effect of pollution if environmental

considerations are taken into account (see (4.12)). By using the first-order conditions in appendix

A, we derive the following reduced-forms for the optimal pollution tax and the optimal capital tax

QE=-6E + [ ( 1 - - ) — ~TA - (4-13)

+

[ ( 1 - - ) — ~TL] ^ (4.14)

where r\ = \/fi is the MCPF and FD = F ^ F E E - FEKF,^. The optimal pollution tax in (4.13)

consists of two terms: the first term at the right-hand side of (4.13) represents the role of pollution

taxes in internalizing environmental externalities. Just as in (4.7), the weight that the government

assigns to internalizing externalities declines with on the MCPF. If the government cannot freely

use the labor tax — which is the most efficient instrument to raise revenues ~ the government may

wish to employ pollution taxes as a revenue-raising device. The second term at the right-hand side

of (4.13) reflects the revenue-raising task of pollution taxes. In particular, this term is zero if the

labor tax is at its optimal level as is indicated by the term between square brackets at the RHS of
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(4.13). Indeed, the optimal pollution tax would then correspond to its level in the optimal tax

system of section 4.1 (compare (4.3) and (4.4)). However, if the initial labor tax is below its

optimal level, the term between square brackets is positive. In that case, labor taxes do not raise

sufficient reveneus so that pollution and capital taxes are nescessary to meet revenue requirements.

The optimal pollution tax may thus exceed the Pigovian level. In accordance with Ramsey

principles, pollution should be taxed relatively heavy if, compared to capital, pollution is inelastic

in demand.10

5. Environmental taxation and fixed capital
This section extends the benchmark model by including fixed capital in the production function.

Whereas section 4 discusses the extreme case in which capital is supplied with infinite elasticity,

this section thus explores another extreme case, namely, in which capital is supplied inelastically.

The factor demand equations for labor and polluting inputs (i.e. (II.2) and (II.3)) are expressed

conditional on the fixed factor, rather than on employment. To obtain more insight into the price

elasticities in these factor demand equations, table 5.1 presents them for three separable

production functions. Comparing this table with the elasticities in tables 4.3 and 4.5, we find that

the elasticities are equivalent. However, as the factor demand relations are expressed conditional

on the fixed factor, rather than on employment, the fixed factor in table 5.1 plays the role of

employment in tables 4.3 and 4.5. In view of the similarity with the demand elasticities in section

4, this section does not discuss the role of factor substitution in detail.

In the presence of a fixed factor pure profits emerge. Hence, blue welfare is no longer

determined by wages only. In particular, the marginal excess burden in (2.3) reveals that the

effect on blue welfare depends on both after-tax wage income and after-tax profits. Alternatively,

relationship (2.1) indicates that welfare is determined by the sum of the labor-market and the

environmental distortion. The capital-market distortion is absent in this section.

The rest of this section is organized as follows. First, the optimal tax structure is

presented if the government is able to adjust all taxes, i.e. the labor tax, the pollution tax and the

profit tax. Subsequently, in subsection 5.2 the consequences of a reform away from labor taxation

are investigated. We also derive the optimal tax structure between labor and pollution taxes if the

profit tax is fixed. Reforms away from profit taxation are discussed in subsection 5.3.

— insert table 5.1 here —

5.2 Optimal tax structure
Appendix B derives the optimal tax structure if the government optimizes welfare with respect to
the three tax rates, i.e. the labor tax, the pollution tax and the profit tax. If no restrictions are
imposed on tax rates — that may thus exceed 100% -- this yields the following solution

10 Expression (4.13) is similar to the optimal tax formula between in Bovenberg and Van der Ploeg (1995) if in our
model »/LL = 0. Their model contains two inputs that are supplied with infinite elasticity (i.e. polluting resources and
labor) and one fixed factor. In our model, labor plays the role of the fixed factor if it is supplied inelastically.
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TL = 0 (5.1)

TE - T* (5-2)

T, = 1 (5-3)

Expressions (5.1) - (5.3) reveal that the government finds it optimal from a non-environmental

point of view (i.e. TE
P = 0) to set both the labor tax rate and the pollution tax rate at zero.

Hence, all revenues are raised by profit taxes. Intuitively, the profit tax amounts to a non-

distortionary or lump-sum tax. Hence, we are in a first-best world in which the MCPF equals

unity (see (5.3)). In such a first-best framework without environmental considerations it is indeed

optimal to raise all revenues through lump-sum profit taxes and set distortionary taxes on labor

and pollution at zero. However, in the presence of environmental externalities, the tax system not

only aims at raising revenues with the least costs to private incomes but also at internalizing the

external effect of pollution. In accordance with the targetting principle, this calls for a positive tax

on pollution (see (5.2) with TE
P > 0).u

This illustrates the role of capital mobility for the optimal tax structure between labor,

capital and pollution. Whereas labor taxes are the most efficient instruments from a non-

environmental point of view if capital is supplied with infinite elasticity, the optimal labor tax is

zero if capital is in fixed supply (compare (4.2) - (4.4) with (5.1) and (5.2)). Capital, in contrast,

is typically undertaxed if it is inelastically supplied whereas it is more likely to be overtaxed in

case it is mobile internationally.

5.2 Reducing labor taxes
This subsection starts from non-optimal tax systems by exporing the welfare consequences of tax

reforms. In particular, we explore the consequences of a rise in pollution taxes and profit taxes if

the revenues are used to reduce the labor tax, starting from several initial equilibria. Furthermore,

the optimal levels of labor and pollution taxes are derived if the profit tax is fixed exogenously.

Hence, a similar reform as in section 4.2 is investigated albeit that capital is supplied inelastically,

rather than with infinite elasticity.

5.2.1 Tax reform
The reduced forms for employment, pollution, wages, profits and total private income (i.e. blue

welfare) in case of an endogenous labor tax are given in table 5.2 (see appendix B for a

derivation)

— insert table 5.2 here —

" The optimal tax structure between labor, pollution and profit taxes can also be derived from the marginal excess
burden in (2.1). In particular, the marginal excess burden is zero if (5.1) and (5.2) hold.
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A rise in the profit tax
The first column of table 5.2 presents the consequences of higher profit taxes, recycled through

lower labor taxes. In particular, the reduced-form coefficient in the fifth row of table 5.2 reveals

that such a shift improves blue welfare. Intuitively, substituting profit taxes for labor taxes

amounts to a shift from the overtaxed factor (labor) towards the undertaxed (fixed) factor (see

section 5.1). Hence, the tax system moves towards the non-environmental optimum and,

therefore, private welfare improves. The magnitude of the blue dividend depends on four

elements. First, the profit share in output (wn) determines the importance of profits in total

household income. If this share is large a substantial part of the tax burden can be shifted from

labor unto the return on the fixed factor. Second, the initial distortionary tax rates on labor and

polluting inputs (i.e. 8L and 8E, respectively) measure the social benefits associated with an

increase in employment and pollution. Third, the sensitivity of labor demand (eLL) and pollution

demand (eLE = (WE/WJCEJ with respect to the producer price of labor determines how much labor

and pollution demand actually expand due to a lower producer price of labor. Table 5.1 reveals

that both employment and pollution typically increase due to a lower price of labor, especially if

these inputs are good substitutes for the fixed factor.12 Finally, the compensated wage elasticity

of labor supply is important for the blue dividend. This elasticity measures the distortionary effect

of labor taxes, relative to profit taxes. In particular, if labor is supplied inelastically (i.e. rjLL' -

'Ju. = VL = 0)» labor taxes are non-distortionary at the margin so that a shift from labor towards

profit taxation involves no efficiency improvement. However, if 77^* is large, blue welfare rises

substantialy as the tax that is cut (i.e. the labor tax) imoses large distortions compared to the tax

that is raised (i.e. the profit tax).

A rise in the pollution tax
The consequences of higher taxes on the polluting input, recycled through lower taxes on labor,

are determined by the coefficients in the second column of table 5.2. We discuss the reduced-form

coefficients in this column by considering different initial equilibria.

Starting from a 100% profit tax and a zero pollution tax

If the initial pollution tax is zero (0E = 0) while profits are fully taxed away (i.e. Tn = 1), the

fifth row of table 5.2 reveals that a shift from labor towards pollution taxes leaves private income

unchanged. The reason is that the owners of the fixed factor receive zero profit income and thus

cannot bear the burden of taxation. In fact, the government receives the return on the fixed factor

by imposing a 100% profit tax and, therefore, bears the full burden of lower profit incomes. As a

result, labor is the only source of private income that can bear the burden of taxes. This brings us

to the benchmark model. In particular, the swap of pollution taxes for labor taxes boils down to

substituting implicit for explicit taxes on labor income. In absence of initial pollution taxes,

employment and wages do not change due to such a shift and the blue dividend is zero (see also

section 3). A green dividend, however, is obtained as producers reduce their demand for polluting

inputs.

12 Pollution may fall due to a lower producer price of labor (i.e. cEL < 0) if fixed capital is separable in production
while it is a much better substitute for labor than pollution is (see table 5.1 if aH > wH<;LE).
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Starting from a positive pollution tax: the tax burden effect on labor

If the initial pollution tax is positive (6E > 0) but profits are fully taxed away (i.e. Tn = 1), the

results from the benchmark model still hold. In particular, an environmental tax reform from

labor towards pollution reduces employment and wages and thus produces a negative blue

dividend. Intuitively, by inducing substitution away from pollution, environmental taxes erode the

pollution tax base thereby producing a tax burden effect. The magnitude of the tax burden effect

depends on the the initial pollution tax (6^) and on the substitution possibilities between pollution

and the two other inputs, determined by eD.13 Similar to the benchmark model, the tax burden

effect is fully borne by wage incomes.

Starting from a less than 100% profit tax: the tax shifting effect

If profits are not fully taxed away by the government (i.e. Tn < 1), blue welfare may improve

due an environmental tax reform if the term Z is positive (see the reduced-form for private

incomes in table 5.2). Intuitively, if Tn < 1, labor taxes and pollution taxes are not only borne by

workers but also by the owners of the fixed factor. Compared to explicit profit taxes, implicit

profit taxes are less efficient instruments to tax away the rents from the fixed factor as the latter

also distort the markets for polluting inputs and labor. A reshufling between labor and pollution

taxes will change the magnitudes of these latter two distortions. Hence, a tax reform may, on

balance, render the tax system more efficient in its role to tax away the rents from the fixed

factor. Whether this occurs depends on the term Z which contains two terms. On the one hand,

the higher producer price for pollution reduces the demand for polluting inputs if eEE - eLE > 0,

which is typically true.14 Accordingly, the base of the pollution tax erodes which causes a fall in

private incomes if 8E > 0. We call this the tax burden effect on profits. On the other hand, a fall

in the labor tax boosts labor demand if eLL - e^ > 0, i.e. if the own price effect on labor demand

dominates the cross price effect.15 The rise in labor demand, however, not directly induces an

actual increase in employment. Indeed, in order to clear the labor-market, the market wage rate

needs to rise thereby stimulating labor supply (if r]^* > 0). An environmental tax reform thus

changes the distribution of incomes in favor of workers and at the expense of capital owners (see

the reduced-form coefficient for wages and profits in table 5.2 with 8E = 0).16 Accordingly, we

13 This elasticity is large if the fixed factor is unimportant. In particular, if wH approaches zero (so that fixed capital
is absent) eD goes to infinity (see table 5.1).

14 This term may be negative if polluting inputs are separable in production and, compared to labor, polluting inputs
are a much better substitute for fixed capital (see table 5.2). We, however, rule out this possibility and assume that own
price effects dominate cross price effects.

15 Table 5.1 reveals that €u.-«EL is always positive if pollution or the fixed factor are separable. However, this term
may be negative if labor is separable. In particular, it is negative if producers find it much easier to substitute pollution
than labor for the fixed factor. In this section, we rule out this possibility and assume that eLL - «EL > 0.

16 The compensated, rather than the uncompensated, elasticity of labor supply is relevant for the consequences of
the tax shifting effect for employment (see the first element in the reduced-form for employment in table 5.1). The
reason is that the negative income effect on labor supply is offset by the fall in profits. Hence, only substitution effects
matter. In case of the tax burden effect, however, the uncompensated elasticity of labor supply is relevant for
employment. This is because the reduction in after-tax wages associated with the tax burden effect leaves profits
unchanged (see the second element in the reduced-form for employment in table 5.1).
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call this the tax shifting effect. The expansion of employment due to the tax shifting effect

broadens the base of the labor tax so that public revenues increase endogenously. This allows for

a further reduction in the tax rate on labor and, consequently, a rise in private incomes.

If the rise, in private incomes due to the tax shifting effect dominates the fall in private

incomes due to the tax burden effect on profits, an environmental tax reform succeeds in

improving the efficiency in which the rents on the fixed factor are taxed away. This requires that

initial labor taxes are large compared to pollution taxes and that labor demand is elastic relative to

pollution.

Overall, the incidence of taxation may bear on both labor incomes and profit incomes if we start

from an arbitrary equilibrium. As far as the incidence of taxes bears on labor, we find that it is

more efficient from a non-environmental point of view to tax labor through explicit taxes, rather

than an implicit taxes. Indeed, pollution taxes cause a tax burden effect on labor thereby reducing

private incomes from work. As far as the tax incidence bears on profits, however, it is efficient to

distribute the tax burden across labor and pollution. Hence, an environmental tax reform offers an

opportunity to improve the efficiency of taxation if labor is overtaxed compared to pollution. In

that case, private incomes increase due to a more efficient taxation of profits. If this second effect

is positive and large enough to dominate the tax burden effect on workers, an environmental tax

reform renders the tax systems more efficient from a non-environmental point of view. This holds

if four conditions are met. First, the fixed factor should be able to bear a large part of the tax

burden. Hence, this requires a small profit tax and a large share of the fixed factor in production

(implying that eD is small). Second, labor taxes should be large compared to pollution taxes.

Third, labor demand should be elastic relative to the pollution tax base. Finally, it is important

how elastic labor supply is with respect to wages and profits, i.e. how labor-market distortions are

affected by changes in incomes. In particular, if labor is supplied with infinite wage elasticity (i.e.

*?LL "* °°)> after-tax wages are fixed (i.e. W = 0 ). Hence, wage incomes cannot bear the

burden of taxation and the tax burden effect on labor is zero. Blue welfare is thus solely

determined by the difference between the tax shifting effect and the tax burden effect on profits

(Bovenberg and Van der Ploeg, 1995, find a similar result). In contrast, if labor is supplied

inelastically (i.e. ??LL = i?LL* = rjL = 0) employment amounts to a fixed factor (i.e. L = 0 ).

Hence, shifting the burden of taxation from workers towards the owners of the fixed factor leaves

employment unchanged so that the tax shifting effect is zero. The tax burden effect on labor due

to an eroding base of the pollution tax, however, exerts a negative impact on wage incomes,

thereby reducing blue welfare. Empirical evidence suggests that labor is supplied with a

finite positive (compensated and uncompensated) wage elasticity and a positive income elasticity.

Hence, the tax burden effect on labor incomes, the tax burden effect on profits and the tax shifting

effect are all relevant for the welfare effects of an environmental tax reform. Whether a blue

dividend is obtained is thus ambiguous.

These results again demonstrate the importance of capital mobility for the double-dividend

hypothesis. In particular, if capital is perfectly mobile internationally an environmental tax reform
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from labor towards pollution amounts to a shift away from the non-environmental optimum.

Indeed, labor taxes are the more efficient instrument to raise revenues than taxes on capital or

pollution. Hence, labor is typically undertaxed compared to capital and pollution. In contrast, if

capital is fixed in supply it amounts to the inefficient factor rather than the efficicient factor.

Hence, taxing the return on fixed capital is more efficient as a revenue-raising device than taxing

labor or pollution. Consequently, labor may be overtaxed, rather than undertaxed, so that a shift

away from labor taxation may improve non-environmental welfare. Indeed, this section has shown

that a shift from labor towards pollution taxes improves the efficiency of the tax system from a

non-environmental point of view if it succeeds in shifting the tax burden from labor towards the

fixed factor. This result is contrary to the previous section in which capital was perfectly mobile

internationally.

5.2.2 Optimal taxes
If the government can only adjust pollution taxes and labor taxes while the profit tax is fixed
exogenously, the optimal tax rates look as follows (see appendix B for a derivation)

ez>

- if, +

Relation (5.5) reveals that pollution taxes are adopted for two reasons. First, to internalize

environmental externalities (i.e. the first term at the RHS of (5.5)). Similar to sections 3 and 4,

this term declines with the MCPF. The second reason to adopt pollution taxes is to raise revenues

with the least cost to private incomes (i.e. the second term at the RHS of (5.4)). The optimal tax

formulas in (5.4) and (5.5) reveal that the revenue-raising elements of labor and pollution taxes

depend on the elasticities of pollution and labor demand and the elasticity of labor supply. In

order to obtain some more intuition behind the optimal tax formula's we first explore two special

cases, namely the case in which profits cannot bear the burden of taxation and the case in which

labor is supplied with infinite elasticity.

Optimal taxes if profits cannot bear the burden of taxation

If profits would be fully taxed away through a 100% profit tax (i.e. Tn = 1), the owners of the

fixed factor cannot bear the burden of other taxes. This is also true if the share of the fixed factor,

wH, becomes infinitely small so that eD -» oo. Under such circumstances, the optimal tax structure

would look as follows
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TE = I TE
P (5.6)

(5.7)

Relations (5.6) and (5.7) are similar to the optimal tax formulas in the benchmark model in which

the fixed factor is absent (i.e. wH = 0). In particular, pollution taxes should be adopted only to

internalize part of the environmental externality and not as a revenue-raising instrument (see

section 3).

Optimal taxes if labor is supplied with infinite elasticity

If 'JLL -*• °°, the optimal taxes look as follows

( 5 .8 )

(5.9)

In this case, the model contains two inputs which are supplied with infinite elasticity (i.e. labor

and pollution) and one input that is supplied inelastically (the fixed factor). Relations (5.8) and

(5.9) reveal that, for a given profit tax, the two elastic inputs should be taxed according to their

demand elasticities. This result is more pronounced if we derive the optimal tax ratio from (5.8)

and (5.9)17

£ Tl E
 = *LL ~ €£L (5-10)

L ^EE ~ ^LE

Hence, the optimal tax structure between pollution taxes and labor taxes from a non-environmental

point of view (i.e. 0 / = 0) depends on the respective demand elasticities. In particular, in

17 The optimal taxes on the two elastic factors (i.e. labor and pollution) are similar to the optimal tax structure
between the two elastic factors in section 4 (i.e. capital and polluting inputs) if, in that model, labor would be supplied
inelastically, i.e. r}^ — 0 (i.e. if labor would play the role of the fixed factor). Indeed, the optimal tax structure in
(5.9) is similar to (4.12) (see also Bovenberg and Van der Ploeg, 1995).
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accordance with the Ramsey principle for taxation, the government should impose the largest tax

on the relatively inelastic input (compare (5.10) with (4.II)).18 In the presence of environmental

externalities, the optimal pollution tax should be corrected for the social value of pollution from

an environmental point of view.

Optimal taxes in a general model

In the general case, not only demand elasticities but also the elasticity of labor supply matters for

optimal tax rates. This is illustrated by expressions (5.4) and (5.5). We derive for the optimal tax

ratio

Relation (5.11) indicates that the optimal tax ratio between pollution taxes (corrected for the

environmental externality) and labor taxes amounts to a weighted avarage of supply and demand

elasticities for labor and polluting inputs. In particular, the nominater of the term at the RHS of

(5.11) contains the direct and indirect elasticities of pollution demand and the reciprocal of the

elasticity of labor supply. The denominater contains the direct and indirect elasticities of labor

demand. The reciprocal of the elasticity of pollution supply is zero because pollution is supplied

infinitely elastic. Hence, this term does not enter the denominator of (5.11). The optimal tax ratio

in (5.11) reveals that pollution should be taxed heavily compared to labor if labor demand and

supply are elastic, relative to pollution demand and supply.

5.3 Reducing Profit Taxes
This subsection explores the consequences of a rise in labor taxes and pollution taxes if the

revenues are used to cut the profit tax rate. First, we do tax reform analysis. Subsequently, we

derive the optimal taxes if either labor or pollution taxes are predetermined.

5.3.1 Tax Reform
The reduced-forms for employment, pollution, wages and profits in case of an endogenous profit

tax are given in table 5.3 (see appendix B for a derivation)

~ insert table 5.3 here ~

If we compare the reduced-form coefficients in the second column of table 5.3 with those in first

column of table 5.2, we see that a shift from labor towards profit taxes yields opposite effects as a

18 In the exceptional case that pollution increases due to an environmental tax reform (see table 5.1 if E is separable
and aE < w^m) , it would be optimal to subsidize rather than to tax labor.
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shift from profit to labor taxes. In particular, by shifting the tax burden from the undertaxed to

the overtaxed factor (labor), private incomes fall. Furthermore, table 5.3 reveals that substituting

pollution taxes for profit taxes also harms blue welfare. Indeed, such a tax reform also amounts to

a shift from the overtaxed factor (pollution) towards the undertaxed (fixed) factor, thereby

reducing both labor incomes and before-tax profit incomes.

These findings also illustrate the importance of capital mobility for the welfare

consequences of environmental tax reforms from capital towards pollution. In particular, if capital

would be supplied with infinite elasticity, capital taxes are distortionary. Indeed, capital may be

overtaxed as the optimal tax on capital is zero (see (4.2)). Hence, a shift from capital towards

pollution taxes may improve non-environmental welfare (see section 4). However, if capital is

supplied inelastically it amounts to a fixed factor so that capital taxes are non-distortionary. In

particular, if the tax rate is below 100%, fixed capital is undertaxed, rather than overtaxed.

Hence, a shift from capital towards pollution taxes unambiguously harms blue welfare.

5.3.2 Optimal taxes

We now derive the optimal tax rates if either labor or pollution taxes are fixed. Hence, the

government can only optimize welfare with respect to two tax rates.

Optimal labor tax if pollution taxes are fixed
If pollution taxes are fixed, the government may optimize the tax system with respect to labor and

profit taxes. This yields for the optimal labor tax

(5.12)

The optimal labor tax consists of two terms. The first term indicates the net social value of

additional pollution. In particular, if the environmental tax is below the value of the external effect

(i.e. 0E < (1/77)0/), it is optimal to adopt labor taxes as an instrument to reduce pollution and

thus to internalize the environmental externality. However, if the pollution tax is larger than the

value of the environmental externality (i.e. 0E > (1/TJ)0E
P), an additional unit of pollution yields a

net benefit to society. Accordingly, this asks for subsidies rather than taxes on labor in order to

raise pollution. The second term between square brackets at the RHS of (5.12) denotes the non-

environmental distortions associated with labor taxes. In particular, if pollution taxes cause the

MCPF to lie above unity (i.e. T\ > 1), the government should raise additional profit taxes in order

to subsidize labor. The reason is that labor subsidies boost employment and pollution, thereby

alleviating the non-environmental distortions associated with non-optimal pollution taxes.

Optimal taxes if the labor tax is fixed
If the labor tax would be fixed exogenously, optimizing the tax system with respect to pollution

and profit taxes yields the following solution for pollution taxes
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The first term at the RHS of (5.13) indicates that pollution taxes aim at environmental protection.

In particular, if people care more about the environment (i.e. 0E
P increases), the optimal pollution

tax rises. The second term at the RHS of (5.13) indicates the role of pollution taxes as a revenue-

raising instrument. It reveals that initial distortions in the tax system due to distortionary labor

taxes (i.e. TL > 0 and thus 77 > 1) call for negative pollution taxes. The reason is that pollution

subsidies alleviate the labor-market distortions associated with labor taxes by reducing wages and

stimulating labor supply. Whether pollution should be taxed or subsidized on balance depends on

the magnitude of initial distortions. In particular, if labor-market distortions are large (i.e. TL and

77 are large), the government aims less at internalizing environmental externalities so that it is

likely that the optimal pollution tax is negative.

6 Conclusions
This paper shows that initial distortions in the tax system may set the scope for a double-dividend

of environmental tax reforms. In particular, if the initial distribution of the tax burden is

inefficient from a non-environmental point of view, redistributing the tax burden across factors

may improve the efficiency of the tax system as a revenue-raising device. This is illustrate by two

models in which three inputs enter the production function: labor, pollution and capital. In the

first model, capital is supplied with infinite elasticity as it is mobile internationally. We find that a

shift from capital towards pollution taxes may enhance non-environmental welfare if two condtions

are met: initial capital taxes are large compared to pollution taxes (i.e. capital is overtaxed

initially) and capital is elastic in demand relative to pollution. This latter condition requires that

compared to pollution, capital is a better substitute for labor. If capital is mobile, a shift away

from labor towards pollution taxes typically harms non-environmental welfare. Hence, a double-

dividend can only be obtained if the revenues from pollution taxes are used to cut initial capital

taxes, rather than labor taxes.

In the second model, .cap:ita]W^surjpjî inel'asjt'iea].l.y>.i«In that case, capital is undertaxed if

the tax rate is below 100%. Labor, however, may be overtaxed compared to pollution if the initial

labor tax is large compared to the pollution tax and labor supply and demand elasticities are not

too large. Indeed, substituting pollution taxes for labor taxes may shift the burden of taxation from

labor towards the return on fixed capital, thereby enhancing non-environmental welfare.

Accordingly, raising pollution taxes and recycling the revenues through reductions in the labor tax

rate, rather than the capital tax, may yield a double-dividend.

These findings illustrate the importance of capital mobility for the optimal tax structure

between capital, labor and pollution. Indeed, whereas the optimal tax on mobile capital is zero,

fixed capital should idealy bear the full burden of taxation, possibly requiring a tax rate above

100%. Furthermore, labor taxes are efficient relative to capital taxes if capital is perfectly mobile,

but inefficient if capital is fixed in supply. In reality, different types of capital are supplied with
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different elasticities, most of them being between the two extreme cases of this paper. Besides,

capital is likely to be supplied with a different elasticity in the long run than in the short run.

Furthermore, developments such as the completion of the single European market affect the

degree of capital mobility in countries of the EC. Hence, the conseqences of environmental tax

reforms are ambiguous and depend on the type of capital being taxed, whether the consequences

in the short run or in the long run are considered, which country is investigated and how easy it is

to substitute pollution and capital for labor.
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Table 2.1: The model

Firms
Production Function

Y = f[H,L,E,K] (1-1)

First-Order Conditions

dL
(1.2)

V = 1 + TE
dE E

(1-3)

dK
(1.4)

Profits

n = y - (i + TL)WL - TK)K

Households
Utility Function

U = u[M,Q(V,C,G)] (1-6)

Household Budget Constraint

First-Order Conditions

(1 - J n ) n + E* + A" = C

- ^ = XW (1.8)

^ = X (1.9)

Labor Supply

Ls = 1 - V (110)

Government
Government Budget Constraint

G = TLWL + r ^ + r££ + rnn (ui)

Labor-Market Equilibrium

L = (1.12)



Environmental Quality

M = g(E)

Walras Law: Balance of Payments

Y = C + G + ( £ - £ * ) + (K - K') ( I 1 4 >

Endogenous: Y, L, E, K, n, V, C, Ls, W, M, and TL, TK or Tn

Exogenous: TE) G, H, E", K* and TL, TK or Tn

Notation
Y =
H =
E =
L =
K =
•wr*

E" =

domestic output
fixed capital
polluting input demand
labor demand
demand for mobile capital
stock of domestically owned capital
domestic endowment of polluting inputs

W = market wage rate
V = leisure
M = environmental quality
G = public consumption

TL = ad-valorem tax on labor income
TE = specific tax on pollution
TK = ad-valorem tax on capital income
TT = tax on pure profits

II = pure profits (= return on the fixed factor)
L$ = labor supply
C = private consumption
X = marginal utility of income



Table 2.2: Linearized model

Firms
Domestic Ouput

Y = wHH + wFE + w.L + wrK (H.l)
H b L K

Labor Demand (with a fixed factor)

L = H-eu{W+ fL) - £ U V e^ fK (H.2)

Polluting Input Demand (with a fixed factor)

E = H-eEL(W+ tL) - eEE fE - eEK tK (H.3)

Polluting Input Demand (without a fixed factor)

F - 1 - e* (W + f ) - e* f - e* f (H.3')
n ~ ** eEL^" 1L> eEE1E eEKJK

Capital Demand (with a fixed factor)

K = H - £KL(W + fL) - e ^ fE - e ^ fK (H.4)

Capital Demand (without a fixed factor)

K = L-er
KL(W+ TL) -e-BfB- e^ tK (H-4')

Profits

(i + en)wnn = WHH -wL(\v+ fL) - wEfE - wKfK (n.5)

Households
Household Budget Constraint

w t ( l - e L ) ( £ + W) + wn(fi - fn) = w c C 01-6)

Labor Supply

w

4 = nLLw- nL— (fl - rn) (n.7)
c

Government
Government Budget Constraint

WGG = w i ? t + w * f * + w £ f £ + wn^n
(11. a)

+ 6nwnf l + QLwL(W + L) + QKwKK + QEwEE

Labor-Market Equilibrium

Ls = L (D.9)



Environmental Quality

M=-yE (H.IO)

Walras Law: Balance of Payments

Y = wcC + wGG + wE{\ - dE)E + ^ ( 1 - 0 ^ ) * : (11.11)

Endogenous:

Y,L,E,k,fL,Ls,C, W,M and fL , tK or fn

Exogenous:

H,G,fE and tL , fK or fn and K* = E* = 0

Parameters
ei} = uncompensated direct or indirect price elasticity of factor i with respect to price* j ( i j
L,E,K) in the model with a fixed factor
€ij* = uncompensated direct or indirect price elasticity of factor i with respect to price j (i,j
L,E,K) in the model without a fixed factor
77LL = uncompensated labor supply elasticity
77L = income elasticity of labor supply
^LL*

 = ^u. + (1-^L)(WL/WC)I?L compensated labor supply elasticity
7 = elasticity that measures the effect of more polluting inputs on environmental quality

Taxes

fE = -

Shares

dTE

^TE

TL

l + TL

T = L • T = K • T =L X + T^ ' * 1 + T^ - n

TE
 K \ + TK

 n 1 - Tn

wn = (1-Tn)n/Y wE = (1+TE)E/Y wc = C/Y wH = ( l+0n)n/Y
wK - ( 1 + T K ) K / Y WL = (1+TJWL/Y WG = G/Y

Relations between shares

W,

wH = ( 1 + 0 n ) w n = 1 - wL - wE - wK (S2)

(1 - QL)wL + wn = wc (S3)

™G = QLWL + QEWE + QKWK + 6 n W n ( S 4 )

= wc + wG + wE(l - BE) + Wj^l-G^) (S5)



Table 3.1: Reduced-form coefficients for the pollution tax in the benchmark model

AW

AL

AE

AY

- ^A

- [ A + 8EVLL]WE!1~

A m



Table 4.1: Price elasticities of factor demands (conditional on employment) in the model with mobile capital

€ £ i

£ £ £

eEK

e'lCE

eKK

Y - F[q(L,K),E]

WK°LK+WLaE
l-wE

(! " WE) °E

WK(°UC-°E)

l-wE

0

°LK

Y = F[q(E,K),L]

WK°EK + WE°L

l-wL

WE(°L-°EK)

WEaEK+WKOL

l-wL

Y = F[q(L,E),K]

-°EL

°EL

0

WE°EL+WL°K
l-wK

W
E(*EL-aK)



Table 4.2: Reduced-form coefficients for the pollution tax and the capital tax in the model with mobile capital and an

endogenous labor tax.

ALW

ALL

M

-^E^EE + QKrEK^E

-[TEEAL + (e£r£ £ + eKva)wEi\u]

- [ r n A t + (e£r££ + BJEKIWU.I

-K&L+ QE^U.)rEE + (A i + M u ) r K

~ IWa + Vnl*i

- [fl̂ n + e ^ ] * , ^

- [Air£* + (^r^ + o^^^nu]

~[ALTKK + (eBrn + e^r^^n^ . ]

-[(Ai + e ^ u ) ^ - (At + erT,u)rn

K
= tEK ~ —

where wETEK



Table 4.3: General Equilibrium Price Elasticities of factor demands (conditional on employment) of a higher price of

the polluting input (or capital) and a lower price of labor

TEE

TKE

substitution

effect

output effect

overall effect

substitution

effect

output effect

overall effect

overall effects

r E K *•
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°L

WEOL+WLWKaEK
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WL l~WL

Y=F[q(L,E),K]

"EL

WEn

0

WEn
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WKn

(I-W^OJJ,

WK °L-WL°EK

WK°L + WLWE°EK

wL{\ -wL)

WK n

WL°K+WKWEaEL

wL(l - wK)



Table 4.4: Reduced-form coefficients for the pollution tax and the labor tax in the model with mobile capital and an

endogenous capital tax.

AKW

AKL

AKE

AKK

AKY

?E '

- t Mr£ £ - Ta) - e^r^ - rEK) ] w£

-1*E<TEE- F K ) - QK^KK" r £ * ) 1 WE 1 u

- (r££ - ra) AK

WE

WK

- [ eB(rB - r n ) - ejr(rHf - r t t)] w£ n u

+ (Ar + e ri ,u)(r J D r-r£ r)w£

+ [8£rB + e j rrxr]w IT lu

+ t e£ rK + V n l W i l u

+(Aif+e£t1ii)wirK£

+(Ar+erT,u)H. tr t t

- [ ( i -



Table 4.5: General Equilibrium Price Elasticities of factor demands (conditional on employment) of a higher price of

the polluting input and a lower price of capital

FEE - Î KE

^KK " r*EK

substitution

effect

output effect

overall effect

substitution

effect

output effect

overall effect

Y=F[q(L,K),E]

°E

WE(<>IK ~ °E)

l-wE

°E-WEaLK

l - w £

WEWL°LK + WK°E

wK 1 - wE

WE(°LK - "E)

\-wE

WE

Y=F[q(E,K),L]

°EK

0

aEK
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0
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Table 4.6: Optimal tax structure between pollution taxes and capital taxes (with a fixed labor tax) from a non-

environmental point of view in the model with mobile capital.

Y = F[q(L,K),E] Y = F[q(E,K),L] Y = F[q(L,E),K]

— = 1 -
Juc 6£ oP, - ar

e7 "
JEL



Table 5.1: Price Elasticities of factor demands in the model with fixed capital under different separability assumptions.

LL

LE

EE

EL

LL EL

eEE eLE

Y = F[q(L,H).E]
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°E + °LHWLW
EIWH

l - w £
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°L + °EHWLWEIWH
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Table 5.2: Reduced-form coefficients for the profit tax and the pollution tax in the model with a fixed factor in which

the labor tax is endogenous.

AFL

AFE

AFW

AFfi
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Table 5.3: Reduced-form coefficients for the profit tax and the pollution tax in the model with a fixed factor in which

the profit tax is endogenous.
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Appendix A: Tax Reform and Optimal Taxes in the Model with Mobile Capital

In this appendix, we solve the model from table 2.2 if fixed capital is absent. Besides, we solve the optimal

tax problem. We assume that government spending and the endowments of domestic capital and polluting inputs remain

fixed, i.e. G = K' = E* = 0.

Tax Reform

To solve the model, we substitute equation (II. 1), into (11.11) to eliminate Y

wLL = wcC - wE6EE - wK6KK

We will express the endogenous variables at the RHS of (Al) in terms of I and W. To find C, we derive from (II.6)

with tu = ft = 0

wcC = wL(l-QL)(W + £)

To find E and K in terms of L and W, we use the factor demand relations for polluting inputs and capital from table

2.2 in case the fixed factor is absent (i.e. (II.3') and (TI.4'), respectively).

Two different versions of die model will be solved in this appendix. First, we derive the reduced forms for

the case that the revenues from higher pollution taxes are used to reduce fL endogenously. Subsequently, we do the

same for the case that the revenues are used to cut TK. To eliminate the endogenous taxes from (II.3') and (II.4'), we

use (H.5) from table 2.2. In absence of a fixed factor, firms earn no pure profits. Hence, the expression for profits

(II.5) becomes a non-profit condition

0 = wL(W + tL) + wETE + wKTK (A3)

Endogenous Labor Tax

If the revenues from environmental taxes are used to cut the labor tax, we substitute (A3) into (II.3') and (II.4') in

order to eliminate the wage costs, W + TL. This yields for polluting input demand and capital demand

E=L-TEETE-TEKTK (A4)

K^L-Y^-T^ (A5)

where

1 EE ~ eEE ~ «££ . 1 EK ~ eEK ~ eEL
I I

(A6)

1 KE ~ eKE ~ — «*Z . lKK ~ eKK ~ — tt

WL WL

i

Substituting (A2), (A4) and (A5) into (Al), we find a relation between L, W, and fE

0KTa]wKtK



where we used w ^ ^ = W E I ^ . The relation for labor supply in (II.7) (with fn = ft = 0) and (A7) form a set of two

equations and two endogenous variables L and W. In matrix notation, we write them as

(A8)

By inverting the matrix at the LHS of (A8), we derive

w.
(A9)

where

(A 10)

From (A9), we derive the reduced forms for employment and wages

(All)

ALW = -{6EvE
(A12)

By substitution of (All) into (A4) and (A5), we derive the reduced forms for polluting input demand and capital

demand. The reduced form for output is found by substituting (All) and the reduced forms for pollutiong and capital

into (H.l).

Endogenous Capital Income Tax

If the revenues from environmental taxes are used to cut the capital income tax, rather than the labor income tax, we

substitute (A3) into (H..3') and (II.4') to eliminate the capital income tax. Thus, we find for polluting input and capital

demand

E = tE * -± tj (A 13)

tL) (A14)

Substituting (A13) and (A14) as well as (A2) into (Al), we find a relation between L, W, f£ and fL

<>KWK}L - [d-eL)wL - wL(
(A15)

Combining (A 15) and (II.7) and applying the method of matrix inversion, we find the following reduced forms for

employment and wages



AKL = -VLL[0,(1^ - rffi) - eK(r^ - rEK)]WETE + VLL[eBra + eKra]wLtL

AKW= -[eE(rEE - r ^ ) - ^ ( r ^ - r t t ) ] w £ t E + [0£rffi + ^ r « ] w L f t (Ai7)

where

A^ = ( i - e i ) w i - flfiwtr« - ^ w L r ^ - 7?Zi[eLwL + e£w£ + eKwK] (Ai8)

By substituting (A16) into (A13) and (A14), we arrive at the reduced forms for polluting input demand and capital

demand. The solution for output is found by substituting the reduced forms for employment, polluting inputs and capital

into (II.l).

Optimal Taxes
We now solve the optimal tax problem in absence of fixed capital. As we assume that the production function,

F(L,K,E) features CRS, we can derive from (1.3) and (1.4) the factor demand equations conditional on the level of

employment (compare its linearized equivalents (A3) and (A4))

E =Le[\ + TK, 1 + TE] ; K = Lk[ 1 + TK, 1 + TE] (A 19)

By substituting (A19) into (1.2), we can express the producer wage rate, Wp = (1+TJW, as an implicit function of the

producer prices of polluting inputs and capital

W = w [ l + r £ , 1 + 7VJ (A20)

where we derive from the non-profit condition (1.5)

dw E . dw K
3 (1 + TE) I ' 3(1 + 7^) T

(A21)

The optimal tax problem amounts to optimizing household utility with respect to the tax rates on labor (TJ, capital (TK)

and polluting inputs (TE), given the optimizing behavior of private firms and households and the government budget

constraint (1.11). We do not optimize with respect to the amount of public goods provision, so that the government's

revenue requirement is constant, dG = 0. Accordingly, we have the following optimization problem

MAX UL = V ( l , W, G, M) + /I [ TLWL + TKK + TEE] ( A 2 2 )

T T T

where n denotes the shadow price of public funds and V is the indirect utility function

V(1,W,G,M) = max u(C,V, G,M)
(A23)

s.t. WL + E' + K' = C

where the endowments of domestic capital and polluting inputs are constant. The first-order conditions of this

optimization problem are

dV dW dV dM dE ..mT ~ T dW T w dL T dK T dE

WL



31V dV dM dE , T j SW T u, dL ~ dK r „ 3£
+ + ^ + ^ ^ + T + * + ^

We rewrite <hese equations in different notation. First, using the fact that W=WP/(1+TL), we derive

dW = _ W . dW_ = K . j)W = _ E
WL TTTL ' 37^ (1 + r j L ' 37^ (l*TL)L

(A27)

From Roy's identity, we know

i Z = XL -. (A28)
dW

Define the following elasticities

dTK k « ar£ t
(A29)

3e 1 + 7"£ = _ r . de 1 + TK

_ _ _ _ i £ £ , w;,-~e~

The elasticities in (A29) represent changes in the polluting input/labor ratio (E/L) and the capital/labor ratio (K/L) as a

result of price changes. Hence, they are equivalent to the elasticities in (A6). By using (A19) and (A29), substituting

(A27) and (A28) and dividing through by — for i = L,K,E, respectively, we rewrite (A24) - (A26) as follows
37".

wv i P w_ 1 , , , „ .
[dL + eKJL + (8E - iep

E)-E]Vu = ( i - « L ) ( i - 1) (A30)

[eL + eK^ - (eE - iep
E)^]vLL

 + O^KK + (»e - - « ? ) r K = d - » t ) ( i - - ) (A3i)
W, t) W, 1J 7)

[»L + ^ ^ + (8E - ifiyOlUu. + oKrEK + («e - I e ^ ) r £ £ = < i - « L ) ( i - I ) (A32)
wL T) wL r\ 7)

where ti = fi/\ denotes the marginal cost of public funds, the Pigovian tax level is defined in (C4) in appendix C and

we used the fact that W^EK = WRF,^. From the first-order conditions in (A30) - (A32) we can derive the optimal taxes

presented in section 4. In particular, if the government cannot optimize with respect to either of the three taxes, the

corresponding first-order condition does not nescessarily hold so that the remaining two conditions determine the

optimal taxes. ^



Appendix B: Tax Reform and Optimal Tax in the Model with Fixed Capital

This appendix solves the model from table 2.2 if mobile capital is absent (i.e. wK = 0). Again, we assume

that government spending and die endowments of domestic polluting inputs remain fixed (i.e. dG = dE* = 0). First, we

solve the model if the labor tax is endogenously adjusted to balance the government budget. Second, we do the same if

the profit tax is endogenous. Furthermore, we solve the optimal tax problem.

Tax Reform
Endogenous Labor Tax

To solve the model, we derive three equations in terms of the three endogenous variables £ , W and tL and

the exogenous taxes, tE and fn. First, we subtract (II. 11) from (II. 1) to eliminate Y

wLL = wcC - wEQEE (Bl)

By substituting (II.3) and (II.6) into (Bl) to eliminate E and C, respectively, we find

QLWLL = w.d-e,) w + wn(fi - tL) (B2)

Profits can be eliminated by substituting (II.5) into (B2)

L(W+ tL) + wEfE] tL) + eEEtE] (B3)

Second, by substituting (II.5) into (II.7), we find for labor supply

[wL(W+ tL) (B4)

Relations (II.3), (B3) and (B4) from three equations in terms of L, W, fL, fE and fn. They can be written in matrix

notation as

\QLWL

-rn)-i

-(i-rn)w£

" L [ ( l -7- n ) -

0

vn )

(B5)

tax

Applying Cramer's Rule to (B5), we find the following solutions for employment, the wage rate and the labor

AFL = - eEL)wETE - (B6)



AfW= - 8£eD]wEfE
WL

Wr

wL

[~w~,

- 0£ (e£ £ -

(B7)

AFTL = -

wL

W,.

- 8EeD]wEfE

(B8)

where .

F = r)LL[{\-Tn)wL - 8LwLt[± - -6L)WL^U
 + d-Tn)vL—] > 0

C

(B9)

( i - e , )w ,
eD = £ u e H - E u e H and n u = TI^ + ri i is the compensated elasticity of labor supply. The determinant

in (B9) should be positive for the equilibrium to be stable. The reduced forms for pollution and profits are found by

substituting (B7) and (B8) into (II.3) and (TI.5), respectively.

Endogenous Profit Tax

If the profit tax would be endogenous while the labor tax is an exogenous policy variable, relations (H.3), (B3) and (B4)

form three equations in the three endogenous variables L, W and Ta. Hence, they can be written in matrix notation as

-wL[(l-6L)-(l-Tn)

0

v n )

W

- e ,

WE

Wn

(BIO)

Applying Cramer's Rule to (BIO), we find the following solutions for employment, wages and the profit tax rate

(Bll)

(B12)

VE*EE)1TE



- 8EeD]wEfE"£CD J "E J E

wL . w £ .

W*L E E «££ *LE E LWL*LE U %— E

~ r,u[(l-Tn)wL - 8LwLeu - S£w£ea]ft - ( l - f l j

where

The reduced forms for pollution and profits are found by substituting (B12) and (B13) into (TJ.3) and (II.5),

respectively.

Optimal Tax
We now solve the optimal tax problem of the model with a fixed factor. The factor demand equations in (1.2) and (1.3)

can be derived conditional on the fixed factor (compare its linearized equivalents in (II.2) - (II.3))

L = Hl[{\ + TL)W, 1 + TE] ; E = He{{\ + TL) W, 1 + TE ] (B15)

By substituting (I.I) into (1.5), we can express profits as an implicit function of the producer prices of polluting inputs

and labor

n = w[(UTL)W, 1 +7-£] (B16)

where we derive from the profit equation (1.5)

d V . = -E ; . ** = -L (B17)

Similar to appendix A, the optimal tax problem boils down to optimizing household utility with respect to the tax rates

on labor (TJ, polluting inputs (TE) and profits (Tn). Hence, the government faces the following optimization problem

MAX i£ = V(l, W, G,M) + n[TLWL + TEE + TJl)
T T T

where p denotes the shadow price of public funds and V is the indirect utility function (see (A23)). The household

budget constraint is given by (1.7). The first order conditions of the optimal tax problem are

df£ 1)V ._- 311 dV dW dV dM dE
W, = 3 ( l - 7 - n ) i r " n'WL

 + WWL
 + ~dM~dEWL

L n' L L L (B19)

dv n_T) an + dv dw + dv dM dE
n W JwW HMHElnZ~d~TF 3 ( i - r n ) n

E W

[ rr r dW rwy T,r 3 L ~, 3£" r~ ™ 311 n ,-.

T,L + T.W + r_ + E + Tn ] = 0
L dTE

 L dTE
 EdTE

 ndTL



d% = dV -T ) dU + dV dW + 9 V 3 A f dE

WE 3(i-rn)n n 37̂  3WHZ + WIEHZ

(B21)

[ T L^L + T WdL + r 3 £ + 7 1 dn + n i = O

Define the following elasticities (compare the factor demand equations in (II.3) and (0.4) and the expression for labor

supply in (H.7))

de l + 7-£ de ( l + r , ) W

1 + 7 £ e 3( l + i L ) l v e

3/ i + r £ _ , . a / (i + r £ )w ^

3 1 + 7 , / " d(l+ TL)W I

dL,
"s =

Til? 7~ T'".Sffts '"• ' d(l-Ta)ULs

Labor demand is implicitly determined by (B15) while la'oor supply can be derived from (1.8) as a function of the

relative prices of leisure and consumption and the after-tax profits (compare its linearized equivalent in (TJ.7))

L, = l\W,(l-Tn)m (B23)

A change in either tax rate has an equivalent effect on both labor supply and labor demand as wages equilibrate the

dL, dLD
labor market (i.e. — : = — " ) . Accordingly, we derive the effect of various tax changes on the wage rate

d T, d 7"

37, W w,
£LL+ VLL + (1-Tn) —w

c

dTu W w,
eu+Vu. + d-Tn)^-VL

By using the definitions in (B22), Roy's identity from (A28), and relatations (B24) - (B26), we rewrite the first-order

conditions in (B19) - (B21) as follows

e^ + ^-Lfaen = (l-I)_L[(l-rn)^ + T ^ ] (B27)



(B1S) 

1 8P ) _ ( 1__1 ) TI~ + Eu __1_ (B29)8LEu + (8E + - E EU = 
TI TI TI~ - Tlu 1+ TL 

From (B27) - (B29), the solutions for the optimal tax rates, presented in section 5, can be derived. 

Appendix C: The Marginal Excess Burden 

In this appendix, we derive the marginal excess burden which is defmed as the compensating variation (dß) 

relative to national income (Y). The compensating variation amounts to the transfer that needs to be provided to the 

household to keep its utility, after a policy shock, at its initial level 

o = - au dL + ~ dM + au dC + au dG (Cl) 
av aM ac aG 

We assume that dG = O. Substituting (1.8) and (1.9) into (Cl) and adding the compensating variation, we arrive at 

o = dß - WdL + (uMI'A)dM + dC (C2) 

Dividing (C2) by Y and substituting the household budget constraint (ll.6 to eliminate Land t, we fmd 

(C3) 

where 

(C4) 

By subtracting (ll.8) from (ll.5) we derive: 

(C5) 

Substituting (C5) into (C3), we arrive at the following alternative expression for the marginal excess burden 

(C6) 

To derive expression (4.1), we substitute labor supply (ll.7) into (C5) to eliminate the wage rate and use the fact that 

profits are zero. This yields 



wLa- eL)£ = n u [ e i W i£ + e£w££ + eKwKk] (C7)

Using (C7), we can eliminate employment from the marginal excess burden in (C6). Thus, we arrive at a third

expression for the marginal excess burden

p = - * ~ ^ — i e K w K k - eEwEE] + e £ w £ £ (C8)
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